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You can practice using a cat harness indoors all you like, the game changes completely when
you take them outdoors. Certain harnesses for cats contain noisy straps that may frighten
some, while others might be uncomfortable with a mesh style fabric harness. Below are the best
cat harnesses for avoiding escapes and keeping your cat close while outside. A super soft and
breathable lining combines with two fuzzy velcro fasteners to make for a far less stressful
experience for your cat. We adore this harness and sincerely hope your cat gets along with it.
Secured with two adjustable points to ensure a snug fit, the harness is positioned on the
shoulders to avoid any restraint around the throat area. Plastic clasps offer a secure point of
attachment, and seem very sturdy indeed. With sizes available for kittens up to large adult cats,
this neat little harness is perfect for cats who prefer less coverage than a vest-style harness.
Highly recommended. Because of the tight sizing, you must get a good measurement of your
kitty to be sure she will fit in this harness comfortably. The soft mesh fabric of the comfort
padded vest is a type that many cats will welcome against their bodies. It has a soft polyester
beneath mesh fabric that allows air circulation to help it feel a little more natural. Without a lot of
excess material and padding, the Dexil Luxury Cat Harness is ideal for cats who prefer less
fabric covering their bodies. Like any harness, check the security and fit on your cat before
relying on it to keep your cat safe from escape. Practice inside, and look for signs that your cat
can pull backward or otherwise slip out of the harness when it is properly secured. Adjust the
clips as needed to get a secure fit. This escape-proof cat harness is perfect for larger cats. The
adjustable clips on the HoundNine Cat Harness allow tightening of areas that might allow for
wiggle room in smaller cats too. The mesh fabric appeals to many cats with its softness and
breathability. It features a large, wide, well-padded fabric around the neck area and thinner
straps around the body. Be sure to thoroughly cat-test your new harness out for security, fit,
and range of movement inside the house before venturing out to more risky, escape-prone
situations. A cat on a leash was almost a non sequitur at one point in recent history it seems. It
jumped from some 30 percent of US households in the mids to some 70 percent of companion
cats that are strictly indoor cats who never go outside alone today. Anyone who knows cats
knows that there is no containing a cat in a secure backyard as one might do with a dog. It is
easy to imagine a few of the apparent dangers for a cat in an urban environment. Domestic cats
often show a disregard for cars and other animals that may be lurking in the area. Disease risks
are more of a concern to outside cats too. Of course, parasites like fleas, ticks, mites, and
intestinal worms are something that outdoor cats are far more likely to suffer with. Anyone who
knows cats, though, also understands that they do for the most part have the instincts of wild
creatures. They love to watch birds through the window with eager anticipation, they love to
scratch their claws on things like trees and wooden fence posts, they are thrilled to sniff and
nibble at grass, and of course, they leap at the chance to climb things. Many cat lovers know
that, while indoors is the only true safe place for an inquisitive feline, the tradeoff is usually a
bored, anxious, overweight or even depressed house cat who loves to watch the world go by
outside the glass. Planning quality time out on a walk with a feline friend takes a bit of careful
thought and preparation, then. Just a small space to wriggle free is all the average feline needs
to hit the ground running and find a place to hide. This is where the best cat harness comes in.
Pretty much all cat lovers are well aware that cats are sensitive and do not like new things. A
recommended trick to get your cat companion comfortable with a harness is to go slowly.
Unlike dogs who react favorably to the best no pull harnesses , cats will resist harnesses,
leashes, and collars. Collars, in particular, should never be used as a restraint as is done
commonly with dogs. First, introduce kitty to the new gear at a distance. Soon you will be ready
to incorporate the harness into some personal time with you and your cat. Take some time at
this step as well, allowing your cat to wear the harness around the house and become
accustomed to the feel of the snug material before taking the next step, which is to attach a
leash to the harness and take the experience outside. One fairly common story with cats in
harnesses involves the well-known escape artistry of the feline. Most escapes seem to happen
with the cat finding a way to essentially turn the harness inside out, like pulling off a t-shirt over
your head. Harnesses come in a range of different styles and with various closure mechanisms.
You should have a good idea of what your cat will react well to before purchasing. The best
harness for cats will include the right mix of fit, feel and quality of materials and closures, and
form. When measuring your cat for new harness, measure girth around the chest, snug against
the fur for an accurate size estimation. For the neck size, be sure to measure around the area
where a collar rests naturally. The harness you select should fit snugly without pinching or
binding anywhere, of course. Certain types of stiff woven fabrics can be irritating to some cats.
Many cats are frightened of the sound of hook-and-loop Velcro closures, so if you know a type
of fabric or closure that may be an issue for your feline, look for a harness with other options.
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forest or taking a car ride to the groomer, harnesses allow your cat to safely experience the
world. While a great harness keeps your cat safe, an inferior one will either leave them
miserably uncomfortable or allow them to escape. You want to be sure that the harness fits your
cat well, allowing room to breathe and move, but is also fitted enough to provide security and
safety. It can take a few tries to find the perfect harness. Make sure to test out the harness
indoors before taking your cat outside. If your cat appears uncomfortable or frustrated, take the
harness off and take a break. With enough patience and treats! Walking is a great form of
exercise that helps your cat to stay slim and fit. Exercise promotes better overall health and
continued vitality as your cat ages. Anyone who regularly goes for walks with their cat will
probably tell you that the experience has brought their relationship to a new level. Cats love
being outside, surrounded by the sights, sounds, smells, and the touchable wonder of the
natural world. An active lifestyle in general helps your cat to release energy and chill out. For
cats with stress issues like shyness, anxiety, and aggression, time spent outside is invaluable.
Cats have extremely delicate tracheas, so attempting to control your cat with a collar and leash
is a recipe for disaster. Regardless of which type of harness you choose, there are a few key
considerations to think about when selecting a harness for your cat. The most important factor
in choosing a harness is fit. An ill-fitting harness will be both uncomfortable and easy for your
cat to from. Longevity is a critical consideration when choosing a cat harness. Any harness that
has a reputation for falling apart after a few uses should be immediately disqualified. Some
might be bothered by narrow straps that pinch or squeeze. On the other hand, bulky harnesses
can also be uncomfortable. Feline Houdinis will demand more secure harnesses, while
seasoned outdoor explorers may want greater mobility and breathability. For maximum security
when walking your cat, look into a vest-style harness. Also known as walking jackets, these
harnesses are styled like a piece of clothing. These harnesses maximize surface area to make
them ultra-secure. Wide straps minimize pinch points to make them comfortable for your cat.

These harnesses are typically secured with hook and loop closures. Some cats might be scared
when they hear the ripping sound of these closures. Another drawback of these closures is
specific to long-haired cats â€” it can be tricky to keep all of that fur out of the hooks and loops.
Step-in harnesses are designed for ease of use, with two arm holes that your cat slips into
before the harness is fastened. In this case, step-in harnesses can be a great choice. With this
harness, you compromise security in exchange for a more lightweight harness. At the same
time, the narrow straps of the H-style harness can pinch or press on your cat. These harnesses
tend to be very affordably priced and can make a good choice for docile cats or those who will
only use the harness in low-risk settings. A harness that tightens slightly when your cat lunges
forward, best for low-risk situations. This type of harness is made from a continuous length of
webbing that describes a figure 8 shape. A figure 8 harness gently squeezes your cat every time
that the leash is pulled. Despite the squeezing action, the figure 8 is an easy harness for your
cat to escape from. A great cat harness combines security, comfort, and durability. Few
harnesses check all of the boxes at once. Each of the products on the following list of the top
five best cat harnesses are well-loved by cat guardians, feature quality construction, take
comfort into consideration, and are known for their longevity. From the ultra-secure to the
lightweight, this list includes a variety of different styles to suit varying feline preferences and
lifestyles. This vest-style cat harness is designed with extra wide cloth straps that hold your cat
securely and comfortably. It fastens with Velcro closures, making it both easy to put on your cat
and difficult for them to escape from. Extremely popular among outdoor cat walkers, this
lightweight harness offers a winning combination of soft, light
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weight mesh construction, adjustability, and moderate security. The neck closure features both
hook and loop closure and two quick release buckles for added security. Another step-in
harness, this lightweight piece is made with soft mesh for maximum comfort and breathability.
With limited adjustability, however, this harness is best for cats who are either very experienced
walking outdoors or who will only be wearing the harness in low-risk situations. For cats under
10 lbs opt for the X-Small. If you prefer the basic H-style harness, this is a durable, high-quality,
and beautiful choice. The harness features two custom-designed side-release buckles on the
adjustable straps for an easy-to-use and well-fitting harness that elegantly combines form and
function. Mallory Crusta offers simple, honest knowledge about natural cat care and products
that work so that you can spend less time researching natural cat care and more time having
fun with your cat. She blogs about it at WildernessCat.

